CARVEDWOOD•44® VINYL SIDING

No paint. No stain. No hassles. Carvedwood•44® is an ideal choice for remodelers because of its optimal thickness and wide selection of designer-inspired colors. Carvedwood•44 also comes in 10 deep, rich shades using our exclusive SolarDefense Reflective Technology™ which protects our darkest colors from the harmful effects of the sun.

- **LOW MAINTENANCE**: Easy to clean and doesn't require painting
- **STRONG & DURABLE**: Extra thick to resist dents from everyday life
- **DURANYL® 5000 PROTECTION SYSTEM**: Proprietary technology adds extra UV protection and maximizes long-term weatherability
- **EXCLUSIVE HANG-TOUGH™ TECHNOLOGY**: Boosts durability so panels are more resistant to cracking, impact and thermal distortion
- **VIP LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY**: Premium guarantee of lasting quality and peace of mind (see warranty for details)
- **EXCEPTIONAL CURB APPEAL**: Beautiful detailed cedar texture + 5/8” panel projection for enhanced shadow lines that replicate real wood siding
- **SUSTAINABLE FORMULA**: Sustainable and recyclable for a better, eco-friendly choice
- **CLASS 1(A) FIRE RATING**: Strong & durable. Extra thick to resist dents from everyday life
- **LOW MAINTENANCE**: Easy to clean and doesn't require painting
- **HIGH WIND SPEED RATING**: Withstands up to 200 mph winds
- **PATENTED T-2 LOK® PANEL LOCKING SYSTEM**: Delivers a positive locking action with a wider locking mechanism for more contact area*

Explore the possibilities. With our interactive design tool, you can apply different combinations of colors and products to see how they look. Bring your vision to life at mastic.com/getstarted.

* Single 8” panel features a unique, advanced locking system and nail hem.
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